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ABSTRACT

This paper deals with experiences'of Aerojet Nuclear Company (ANC), in
development and implementation of a system safety program for ANC and for
the Energy Research and Development Administration (ERDA). Aerojet Nuclear
is the prime operating contractor for ERDA, formerly AEC, at the Idaho
National Engineering Laboratory.

The ERDA sponsored "MORT" system safety program, developed by W. G. Johnson,
is described along with the process v/hereby formal system safety methods are
incorporated into a stable organization. Specifically, a discussion is given
of: /
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1. Initial development of MORT.

2. Pilot program trials conducted at ANC.

3. Implementation methodology.

4. Reaction of the ANC organization.

INTRODUCTION

The Management Oversight and Risk Tree (M0RT)* ' is a system safety program
(Figure 1) designed to:

1. Prevent safety related oversights, errors, and omissions.

2. Result in risk quantification and referral of residUa! risks to proper
management levels for appropriate action.

r

3. Optimize allocation of resources to the safety program and to indivi-
dual hazard control efforts .

The intent of this paper is two-fold, to introduce the 13RT system safety
program and to discuss experiences of Aerojet Nuclear Company (ANC), in
development and implementation of a system safety program for ANC and for the
Energy Research and Development Administration (ERDA), formerly the Atomic
Energy Commiesion.
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Prior to 1970, the ERDA had no system safety program as such (Figure 2).
At that time, the Division of Operational Safety retained '.!. G. Johnson who
had recently retired cs General Manager of the National Safety Council. His
task was to develop an ideal, comprehensive system safety program with the
goal of improving an already exemplary ERDA safety program an order of
magnitude.

At that same time, ANC, who is the prime operating contractor for ERDA at
the Idaho National Engineering Laboratory (INEL), was using and developing
system safety methods and also had an excellent safety program, even by ERDA
standards.

#
In 1972, the first generation MQRT text was published and ANC voluntarily

adopted it as their system safety model. It should be stated that the MORT
text consists basically of four things:

1. A basic analytical tree from which f'ORT derives its name, "Management
Oversight and Risk Tree". This tree arranges safety program elements in an
orderly coherent manner.

2. Schematic representation of a dynamic safety system model.

3 Mafhnrlr.1««y * « - 4-.-T ̂ - - - ^ t ] „,, v" .safely

4. A collection of philosophical statements and general advice relative
to application of system safety concepts.

During the next two years, a MORT development team was formed, which
included three ANC employees and Johnson under t'ie direction of a Steering
Committee composed of senior ANC line and staff managers. During this time,
MORT concepts were subjected to trial use on a pilot basis under actual ERDA
contract activities, and additional systems concepts were developed.

In 1974, the second generation MORT text was published which included
safety systems developed by Aerojet and the Idaho Operations Office of the
ERDA. It should be emphasized that MORT really represents the results of an
intensive effort at collecting and organizing the best safety elements from
different programs throughout the world. With the exception of advanced
development of specific safety concepts, MORT does not represent new and
untried methodology.

After careful evaluation of the results of numerous pilot studies over
nearly four years and two iterations of text material, ERDA and ANC began a
full scale orientation and training program. In August of 1974, the System
Safety Development Center for the ERDA was established at Aerojet Nuclear.
ANC jointly sponsored that effort and, at the same time, began formal imple-
mentation of the MORT system. The activities of the Centerare now being
projected to a ten-year program of continued MORT development and training
within ANC and throughout the United States.
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CHANGE ANALYSIS

MORI defines incidents as unwanted energy transfers, and accidents as
incidents which result in property damage or injury. MCRT suggests that
accidents are usually multi-factorial and develop through relatively lengthy
sequences of changes and errors. MORT is, therefore, designed to investigate
accidents and incidents or, more importantly, to evaluate safety programs
for potential accident/incident situations. This is partially accomplished
by a meticulous trace of the energy sources available, along with an evalua-
tion of the adequacy of the barriers provided. In addition, "ORT alerts to
any system changes (Figure 3), both planned and unplanned, and suggests the
need for detailed change analysis.* This allows for a determination of:
1) the need for change in stable operational systems, or 2) required safety
related counterchanges in changing operational systems. Both, with risk
acceptance at the appropriate management levels and without oversights and
omissions.

An example of the first point can be made from a multi-million dollar
fire loss experienced a few years ago at an ERDA facility. Here was a
situation where there existed a very stable operation with many of the
common guidelines (accident/injury rates, man-hours, etc.) indicating a
nnnri eafo+y prnnvam Hnwoupr. fairlv <;i!l*nlp risk DrOiCCtlOn tCChniQUeS .

using available data, would have alerted the operators to the high probabi-
lity of a large fire and triggered the appropriate counterchanges.

The need for safety countercharges has to do with the fact that any
real-life operational systerc is constantly experiencing changes in personnel,
procedural systems, hardware, etc. Many examples of such changes leading
directly to accidents and incidents may be found in accident investigation
literature.

This situation indicates a need for formal change analysis and control
methods which will lead to proper safety ccunterchanges and/or appropriate
management cognizance and acceptance of any new change-ire"?ated risks.

• It should also be noted that changes in the safety program itself can
lead to a similar loss of safety controls. This situation led to use of
careful planning methodology in designing the transition from AMC's former
safety program to the MORT system safety program.

USE OF ANALYTICAL TREES

If one wishes to undertake an effective program designed to reduce the
frequency or severity of occupational accidents, two basic criteria should
be observed:
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1. A supporting analytical procran shcild be devslesed to provide quanti-
tative evaluation of the hazards and risks to a maxinuc practicable degree.

2. The analytical program shoulJ provide the information required to
control the probability cf safety related oversights and omissions to a
minimum practicable level.

An analytical method which is particularly useful in satisfying these two
basic criteria involves the use of analytical trees. Analytical trees are
tools which:

1. May be used in a qualitative sense for the prevention of oversights
and errors.

2. May be used in a quantitative sense for the evaluation of safety risks
associated with all types of operational activities.

3. May be readily scaled to any desired level of detail.

4. Interface readily with other modern management methods (HBO, planning
trees, PERT, and other forms of flow charting).

5. May be easily learned and used in elementary fcrrn by most technical
and nontechnical personnel within an industrial organization.

Analytical trees are of two basic types, the fault tree and the positive
or "objective" tree. Either type can be developed for any subject material
and to any desired level of detail. The positive tree, given as an example
in Figure 4, addresses a typical problem facing line managers and safety
organizations. That is to determine the state of readiness of a new or
modified facility or process. In this example, we select personnel, hard-
ware, and management controls as the three main upper tiers, and develop
each to a depth of detail consistent with the complexity and hazard poten-
tial of the project.

Figure 4 also illustrates the use of fault trees. Each system is analyzed
for the potential failures, which are, in turn, analyzed1 for modes of failure.
Finally, the basic analytical tree from which MQRT derives its name is also
shown in terms of its major components. Basically, MORI is a fault tree
which asks "what" oversights and omissions could have attributed to acci-
dents or incidents, and "why" in terms of what failed in the management
system. In addition, the MORT addresses itself to assumed risks being only
those risks that have been completely analyzed and accepted by the proper,
level of management.
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The benefits to be obtained through use of analytical trees within a
safety program are, of course, depetvi'.-nt upon the extent to which such
methodology is used, or at least understood, in the organization's other
activities (Figur? 5). In particular, more benefit will be realized if
formal trees are ussd as" analytical and design models as follows:

1. Planning and Forecasting - Use of morphological planning trees and
networks.

2. Management Review and Acceptance - Formal risk acceptance trees and
networks.

3. Engineering and Technical Support - Formal fault tree and Failure
Mode and Effects (FMAE) processes.

4. Implementation - Formal "Management by Objectives" (MBO) implementa-
tion trees.

IMPLEMENTATION OF MORT WITHIN ANC

As previously indicated, change is considered a key element in the acci-

the KORT development team considered it extrencly important that the transi-
tion, from traditional safety practices and concepts tc a program that is
systems oriented, be carefully coordinated. Such a change should not be
made through massive reorganization and recovery plans, but rather should
be assimilated gradually over a fairly long period of time through a series
of small but coherent changes.

After the initial KORT trials had been conducted, and the ERDA and ANC
had accepted MORT as their safety program model, formal implementation was
undertaken. The implementation plan adopted (Figure 6) consisted of:

t. MORT Seminars

2. MORT Briefings

3. Mini-MORT Seminars

4. Safety Program Improvement Projects

MORT SEMINARS '

Six-day seminars were developed for teaching basic MORT concepts and
giving practical experiences in accident investigation. To date, 19 seminars
have been conducted, 8 at the IMEL and 11 at other ERDA locations, as shown
in Figure 7. These seminars are very comprehensive and approximately one
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semester's worth of material is presented. In addition, a university level
short course has been conducted in Missouri and three MORT based accident
investigation workshops Lave been given for ERDA personnel.

MORT BRIEFINGS

A special MORT briefing package was prepared for ANC upper tier managers.
This package was especially designed for presentation to those people whose
support is essential in implementation of the program, but who are not
available for the full week seminar. In addition, one-hour introductory
MORT seminars have been presented to all ANC supervisors.

MINI-MORT SEMINARS

Very early in the ANC implementation process, it became clear that
specialized Mini-tlORT seminars were necessary. These have been prepared
and presented to various organizational elements. Two general types being
requested are: 1) for nonsafety organizations desiring instruction in
systems concepts, such as use of analytical trees, and 2) design engineers
with dual responsibility for writing safety analyses concurrent with hard-
ware design.

SAFETY PROGRAM IMPROVEf'.EHT PROJECTS

In accordance with the previously stated objective of a gradual transi-
tion, the use of a network of working safety program improvement (SPIP)
teams is a significant part of the KORT implementation plan. These teams
are composed of safety specialists and senior influential staff personnel
from the other involved operating and staff organizations. Each SPIP team
concentrates on a specific safety problem or area of proposed upgrade. It
has been our experience that these activities have had a remarkable record
of success, with a minimum of disruption. At the end of every seminar, each
participant is asked to suggest at least three areas of potential SPIP team
activity, and to identify the individuals who should be involved.

CURRENT MORT ACTIVITY WITHIN ANC

Figure 8 summarizes the current MORT activity within Aerojet Nuclear as
follows:

1. IMPROVED SAFETY INFORMATION SYSTEMS

Development of a viable safety information system is a priority
commitment at ANC which includes the establishment of safety libraries at
each of our major operating areas. Significant effort is being made to
accomplish the key word indexing of accident/incident reports, required
safety codes, standards, and regulations, and critical incident studies.
As these systems, along with other information inputs, are made functional,
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their use is required by directive for hazards analyses or risk evaluations.
In addition, increased use of consultants and national data banks is being
promoted.

2. USE OF ANALYTICAL TREES

Primarily because of the MORT influence, ANC is pushing towards the
maximum benefit from use of analytical trees as previously described. Ana-
lytical trees are now being used in many areas of safety, program and experi-
mental control, maintenance planning, financial control, etc., although their
use is still not universal by any means.

3. USE OF QUANTITATIVE RISK PROJECTION TECHNIQUES

Risk assessment and projection are fundamental to HORT and are
currently priority items in the ANC implementation plan. Current risks are
evaluated by using standard safety data. Risk projection is accomplished by
the use of statistical distributions, such as extreme value, log-normal, etc.
In addition, fault tree analysis and methods used by insurance companies to
establish policy premiums are utilized. At ANC, the current and projected
risks have been quantified by type of unv;anted energy release. Allocation
Of Safpt-V prooram resou^Cf?1? tn soPjC'i'fic riasSP"? 0"? hs~*rrri«; i ? tbpn rrmnsrp.H
to the quantified risk for each hazard class. Attention is also given to
the potential for large accidents as determined by statistical projections.
Resources are then reallocated to optimize safety efforts.

Risk projection data are extremely valuable to a line manager, as
they permit correction of management control deficiencies prior to the
occurrence of accidents.

Areas of practical application being conducted or planned at ANC
include electrical hazards, maximum anticipated personnel exposures to
radiation, property damage, fire loss, effluent releases, risks associated
with continued use of or replacement of mobile heavy equipment, etc.

The next step, one in which little progress has yet been made, is
the comparison of quantified risks with cost/benefit. This area is very
difficult to evaluate since intangibles, such as public opinion, nuclear
energy program impact, project delay, etc., must be included. However, it
is a very important area, since safety resources are firratie; and must be
applied as efficiently as possible. Therefore, safety exjjfinditures should
not be made where there is little return.

Finally, the identified and quantified risks must ite: systematically
transferred either for acceptance or the initiation o* effective corrective
measures by the proper level of management. This is an a>rea that seems to
be almost universally deficient in safety programs.
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Once the residual risks have been identified and quantified, MORT
suggests that the risk values be overlayed on the existing organizational
safety effort. This will allow systematic and effective reallocation of
effort within the safety organization, and provide hard figures fcr justi-
fication to upper management of the indicated program upgrade actions.

4. USE OF ANALYTICAL TREES AND READINESS MATRICES

The effective use of analytical trees, in general and specifically
in terms of determining the state of readiness of new or modified facilities
or processes, has already been discussed. ANC is using analytical trees
extensively for this purpose in combination with readiness matrices, which
hand off from the objective trees and indicate the general areas of func-
tional responsibility for achieving a state of readiness.

REACTION OF ANC TO MCRT

In conclusion, the TORT concept and the implementing method, summarized
in this paper, heve both bean enthusiastically accepted by Aerojet Nuclear
at all organizational levels. Figure 9 summarizes AMC's reaction.

entire organization receive the six-day seminar, there has thus far been no
necessity for actively soliciting participation outside of the safety
organization. The initial seminar has grown to seven almost solely as a
result cf referrals by participants and their management.

Numerous Mini-"CRT seminars for nonsafety professionals are being
requested. These are generally of six to ten hours conducted over two or
three days, and are designed either to briefly introduce the entire MORT
concept or to meet specialized needs in areas, such as risk projection,
monitoring, information systems, etc.

As more and more ANC personnel have become familiar with MORT, the
methodology has been applied in many other nonsafety areas of the Company.
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MORT _ „
THE MANAGEMENT OVE.S.GHT AND R.SK TREE

DESIGNED TO;

• PREVENT SAFETY RELATED OVERSIGHTS,

ERRORS, AND OMISSIONS

• RESULT IN RISK QUANTIFICATION AND REFERRAL

OF RESIDUAL RISKS TO PROPER MANAGEMENT

LEVELS FOR APPROPRIATE ACTION

• OPTIMIZE ALLOCATION OF RESOURCES TO

THE SAFETY PROGRAM AND TO INDIVIDUAL

HAZARD CONTROL ErFORTS
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WHERE DID MORT COME FROM ?

1970 1972 1974

NO SYSTEM SAFETY
PROGRAM IN ERDA

1. ANC USING AND
DEVELOPING SYSTEM
SAFETY METHODS

2. ANC HAD AN
ALREADY EXCELLENT
SAFETY PROGRAM

1st GENERATION
MORT

AUTHOR:
W.G JOHNSON

ANC ADOPTED MORT
VOLUNTARILY AS
IT'S SYSTEM
SAFETY MODEL
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2nd GENERATION
MORT

fMORTI

AUTHOR:
W.G.JOHNSON

"INCLUDING SAFETY
SYSTEMS DEVELOPED
BY ID-ANC11

ANC CONTINUING
DEVELOPMENT OF
METHODS AND
IMPLEMENTATION OF
MORT
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DEALING WITH CHANGE

© DETERMINATION OF THE NEED FOR CHANGE
IN STABLE OPERATIONAL SYSTEMS

© DETERMINATION OF REQUIRED SAFETY
RELATED COUNTERCHANGES IN CHANGING
OPERATIONAL SYSTEMS

WITH WITHOUT

RISK ACCEPTANCE OVERSIGHTS
AT APPROPRIATE AND
MANAGEMENT LEVELS OMISSIONS
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ANALYTICAL TREES
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SAFETY TREES-OTHER ACTIVITfES

MANAGEMENT ACCEPTANCE PROCESS

COMPANY RISK
TREE

PLANNING-FORECASTING PROCESS IMPLEMENTATION PROCESS

MORPHOLOGICAL
PLANNING TREE

SAFETY
OBJECTIVES TREE

WORKING
TREES (MBO)

FAULT TREE
(FMEA)'

FAILURE ANALYSIS PROCESS



HOW IS MORT BEING IMPLEMENTED WITHIN ANC ?

© MORT SEMINARS

® MORT BRIEFING

© MINI-MORT SEMINARS

• SAFETY PROGRAM IMPROVEMENT PROJECTS
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WHAT ARE AEROJET AND ERDA DOING ABOUT MORT ?.

MORT SEMINARS
UNIVERSITY LEVEL SHORT COURSE

O ERDA ACCIDENT-INCIDENT TEAM TRAINING

IDAHO FALLS

CHICAGOUTAH

-SAN FRANCISCO
KANS \

KANSAS CITY
LAS VEGAS

ALBUQUERQUE
OF

MARYLAND
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HOW IS MORT BEING USED WITHIN ANC ? (TYPICAL)

IMPROVED SAFETY INFORMATION SYSTEMS

USE OF ANALYTICAL TREES FOR SYSTEM IMPROVEMENT AIS1D
PREVENTION OF OVERSIGHT IM MANY AREAS RANGING FROM
NUCLEAR SAFETY TO FINANCIAL CONTROL

USE OF QUANTITATIVE RISK PROJECTION TECHNIQUES IN
CONNECTION WITH RISK ACCEPTANCE AND RESOURCE
ALLOCATION

USE OF ANALYTICAL TREES AND READINESS MATRICES I
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HOW IS ANC REACTING TO MORT ?

ONE INITIAL SEMINAR HAS GROWN TO SEVEN THROUGH SEMINAR
PARTICIPANT AND MANAGEMENT REFERRAL

APPROXIMATELY 10% OF ENTIRE ORGANIZATION WILL ULTIMATELY
BE MORT TRAINED

MINI-MORT SEMINARS FOR NOM-SAFETY PROFESSIONALS ARE
BEING REQUESTED

BASIC MORT METHOD IS BEING APPLIED IN MANY NON-SAFETY
AREAS
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